
travelND Newsletter
 
As a travelND user, you are receiving this email to keep you up-to-date on the travelND tool.

travelND/Concur New User Interface Preview 
As announced in the April newsletter, a new look to travelND/Concur home page and expense
reporting is coming in September, 2022.

travelND/Concur Expense Report Changes:
New Report and New Expenses – The functionality is the same when creating an expense report. When you
create a new expense report, you start with the report header and then move to the expense page to add the
expenses and attach any required receipt images. 
Though this basic process has not changed, the pages are more streamlined and easier to manage. In the new
user experience, when working with expenses: 

The report header page fields are larger and easier to navigate. Please note, the field names and
functionality is exactly the same as our current header fields.
Required fields are now marked with a red asterisk instead of a red band at the left edge of the field.

The report page is cleaner and has fewer "sections" - making the page easier to navigate.

Adding Expenses:
To get started, click Add Expense. The Add Expense window appears; all of the options for adding expenses to
the report are available in this window. The default choice is to add items from your Available Expenses library, to
encourage you to use those expenses first before creating a new expense – which helps reduce duplicate
entries. To create an out-of-pocket expense line, you will choose "create new expense" tab.  As usual, you will
search for the expense type, select it from the list, fill in the required fields for that expense.

Allocate and Itemize Options:
The options to allocate a single expense or multiple expenses at the same time are still available in the new user
experience.  You will see a pop-out box when you click on the allocate icon. 

The option to itemize a specific expense is available when you click on the Itemization tab within the expense
line.

Receipts:
Receipts can still be added to your report at the report level by clicking "Manage Receipts" menu and uploading
your receipts. Receipts can still be added to each expense line as well.

An enhancement available in the new expense user experience, you can attach one receipt image to more than
one expense on the same expense report. You can also attach multiple receipts to one expense line by using the
"Append" option in the receipt window.



New UI Webpage:
Please visit our web page dedicated to the new user experience. You can read more about the upcoming
changes and view our quick reference guides and videos.

We will be offering demo training sessions on the new user experience in August. Those dates will be listed on
our web page in the near future.
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